
 

 

NYSSBA 2017-18 Budget Recommendations 

NYSSBA requests an increase in support for public school districts of $2.0 billion over 2016-17 to 
support current offerings as well as new and expanded investments in specific programs and 
services.  
 
Foundation Aid 
 
NYSSBA proposes a restart of the Foundation Aid formula and plan to fully phase-in the formula 
over three years. An increase in Foundation Aid of $1.4 billion in 2017-18 would put the state on a 
path to full-funding by 2019-20. However, modifications to the underlying mechanics of the formula 
itself may be necessary. The state should partner the restart of the formula with consideration of the 
following adjustments: 
 

• Conducting a new costing out study to determine the current cost of educating a student 
• Adjusting the weighting for English language learner students 
• Improving data collection for measuring student poverty 
• Updating the Regional Cost Index 
• Eliminating the Income Wealth Index floor 
• Considering the property tax cap in a district’s expected local contribution 

 
Expense-Based Aids 
 
NYSSBA requests the continued full-funding of expense-based aids, which provides school districts 
with reimbursement of approved expenses for transportation, special education, capital costs related 
to school construction and renovation, BOCES and instructional material costs.  Based on the most 
recent database, full current year reimbursement of these aids would require $331 million increase 
over 2016-17. 
 
English Language Learners 
 
Students who are English language learners present districts with a diverse set of educational needs. 
The current Foundation Aid weighting for ELL students should be reviewed to consider present day 
requirements. Until Foundation Aid is fully phased-in, NYSSBA recommends a targeted aid of 
approximately $18 million to more effectively account for growth in students classified as English 
language learners.  
 
Enrollment Growth 
 
Many districts have experienced recent and, in some cases, dramatic increases in enrollment in 
recent years. Much of this growth has occurred in the state’s high-need districts, particularly small 
cities and other urban centers. While the Foundation Aid formula should adjust state aid to account 



 

 

for increases, the formula has not done so since 2008-09. NYSSBA calls on the state to provide $95 
million for the affected districts until Foundation Aid is fully funded. 
 
Pathways to Graduation 
 
NYSSBA requests that the aidable cap on BOCES salaries for career and technical education 
teachers be raised above the current cap of $30,000, with a simultaneous increase in special services 
aid to allow aid to flow to the Big 5 and non-component districts with similar programs. 
 
Struggling Schools 
 
In 2015-16, school districts with schools that were identified as “persistently struggling” were 
allocated $75 million to assist in implementation of mandated turnaround plans. However, not all of 
the funds promised to “persistently struggling” schools were released, and no funding was provided 
to “struggling” schools. NYSSBA requests all districts in receivership be automatically awarded a 
consistent, predictable, and formulaic grant, to be accessed upon the approval of their turnaround 
plan, to defray the cost of implementation. 
 
School Meals 
 
NYSSBA requests an increase of 2 cents in the state reimbursement rates school lunches. In the 
2008-2009 school year, the state reduced all school lunch reimbursement rates by 2%. Those rates 
were further reduced by an additional 6% later that same year. These cuts have never been restored. 
Assuming the number of lunches served remains flat, an increase in the reimbursement rates of 2 
cents per lunch (making the reimbursement 8 cents for free and paid lunches and 22 cents for 
reduced price lunches) would require a $6 million.  
 
Prekindergarten 
 
NYSSBA recommends the streamlining and expansion of prekindergarten funding. If and when 
existing grant awards run down, all four year old prekindergarten seats should transition to existing 
operational and expense based funding lines, including transportation aid.  
 
Prior Year Aid Claims 
 
Expense-based aids are not always paid to districts on the expected schedule. There are a variety of 
reasons why this may happen, but frequently a clerical error or submission of updated cost data is to 
blame. NYSSBA requests $100 million in 2017-18, separate from traditional school aid, to begin to 
pay down the nearly $350 million backlog. 
 
Transportation Aid Forgiveness 
 
When school districts make simple errors relating to claiming transportation aid, they can become 
ineligible to receive such aid. We request that a former aid forgiveness provision be updated to 
capture contracts entered into prior to the 2016-17 school year, allowing districts to collect budgeted 
aid.  
 


